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We have studied the electronic structure of the spin-gapped system CsV2O5 by means of anab initio
calculation. Our analysis and a reexamination of the susceptibility data indicate that the behavior of this system
is much closer to that of an alternating spin-1

2 antiferromagnetic chain with significant inter-dimer coupling and
weaker interchain couplings than that of isolated dimers as was initially proposed. Comparison to the vanadate
family membersa8-NaV2O5 , g-LiV 2O5, and isostructural compounds like (VO)2P2O7
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is discussed.

PACS number~s!: 75.30.Gw, 75.10.Jm, 78.30.2j
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-dimensional spin-gapped quantum systems are
current interest since they show interesting ground states
a variety of unconventional low-lying excitations. Exampl
of such systems include spin-1 Haldane chains,1 spin-12 even-
leg ladders2 and spin-12 alternating chains.3 The discovery of
appropriate compounds like Y2BaNiO5 ~Ref. 4! ~Haldane
chain!, Sr14Cu24O41 ~Ref. 5!, or SrCu2O3 ~Ref. 6! ~ladder
systems! has brought new insight into the study of the
systems. There is a long list of various spin-1

2 alternating
chain systems which are being intensively studied in conn
tion to their magnetic excitations, to mention a few of the
KCuCl3,7 TlCuCl3,8 and Cu(NO3)2•

5
2 D2O.9 If frustration is

also present, new features appear in the magnetization s
trum of the low-dimensional quantum systems as
CuGeO3,10 (VO)2P2O7 ~VOPO!,11 SrCu2(BO3)2,12 or the re-
cently synthesized Cu2Te2O5Br2.13

An important family of low-dimensional compounds
composed of the layered vanadatesAV2O5 (A5Ca, Mg, Na,
Li, Cs!.14 While CaV2O5 and MgV2O5 contain only mag-
netic V41 ions and behave like spin-1

2 ladders with spin gaps
of the order of 600 K~Ref. 15! and 20 K~Ref. 16!, respec-
tively, a8-NaV2O5, g-LiV 2O5, and CsV2O5 are mixed-
valence systems (V4.51 on average! with important charge
and spin fluctuations. This last property makes this fam
especially interesting since it allows us to study the influe
of charge ordering and the corresponding crystallograp
distortions on the magnetic interactions. The quarter-fil
ladder compounda8-NaV2O5 ~Refs. 17, and 18! is a highly
discussed material and has become a model substance fo
study of spin, charge, and orbital coupling. It behaves lik
spin-12 Heisenberg system at high temperatures and at 3
undergoes a charge ordering (2V4.51→V411V51)
transition19 accompanied by a lattice distortion20 and the
opening of a spin gap.21 g-LiV 2O5 is a charge-ordered sys
tem with no spin-gap opening at low temperatures.22 Recent
investigations based on anab initio analysis of the electronic
structure23 show that charge fluctuations in this system a
still significant and the experimental observations22,24 can be
well described by a spin-1

2 asymmetric quarter-filled ladde
model. Such a proposal has also found support by a num
cal analysis of optical conductivity experiments.25 The third
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member of this vanadate family, CsV2O5, has been given
much less attention. The existing susceptibility measu
ments of Isobe and Ueda22 could be rather well explained b
considering this material as a system of isolated dimers w
a spin gap of'12 meV. Measurements other than that a
unknown to us except for older susceptibili
measurements26 which somewhat disagree with Isobe an
Ueda’s data and different values of the exchange integrJ
and the gyromagnetic ratiog are predicted.

There are various reasons why we believe that this sys
deserves attention:~i! The question of how the electronic an
magnetic properties of this material compare with the pr
erties of the other two members of the alkali-vanadate fa
ily, i.e., a8-NaV2O5 andg-LiV 2O5. ~ii ! This system crystal-
lizes in a similar monoclinic structure as the most discus
VOPO and many other materials, e.g., KCuCl3 and TlCuCl3,
showing an alternating chain behavior of the magnetic in
actions. It is then worthwhile to find out whether CsV2O5
has also a similar behavior of the magnetic interactions a
isostructural members.~iii ! As will be shown below, a reex-
amination of the susceptibility measurements reveals th
dimer model is not the only model that can provide a reas
able fitting of the susceptibility data.

In view of the above, we have performed a microsco
study of this system by considering density-function
theory-based~DFT! calculations. The microscopic study o
the electronic behavior of this compound reveals that
interdimer coupling in this material in addition to the in
tradimer interaction is also significant and should not be
glected. Further, an analysis of the susceptibility data sh
that getting estimates of the coupling constants and the
romagnetic factor based merely on a fitting procedure is v
subtle and with such an analysis one can only test the c
sistency with the assumed model, but cannot prove
uniqueness of that model. Results of that will be presente
the next sections. We shall also discuss the similarities
differences to the other members of this vanadate fam
a8-NaV2O5, andg-LiV 2O5, as well as to isostructural com
pounds like VOPO.

II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

The crystal structure of CsV2O5 is somewhat different
from that of a8-NaV2O5 and g-LiV 2O5. a8-NaV2O5 and
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ROSER VALENTÍAND T. SAHA-DASGUPTA
g-LiV 2O5 crystallize in the orthorhombic space grou
Pmmn (D2h

13) and Pnma (D2h
16), respectively. They consis

of a double-chain structure of edge-sharing distorted squ
VO5 pyramids running along the orthorhombicy axis, which
are linked together via common corners to form laye
These layers are stacked upon each other alongz. Na/Li at-
oms are located between these layers. CsV2O5 crystallizes,27

on the other hand, in the monoclinic space groupP21 /c
(C2h

5 ). CsV2O5 has also a layered structure with Cs ions
between the layers. These layers, which are somewhat t
~i.e., not strictly in theyz plane! and are stacked upon eac
other alongx, are made of two types of vanadium atoms V
and V2. The V1 atoms are in a distorted square pyram
environment of oxygens and form pairs by sharing the e
of the pyramids. These pairs are separated from one ano
by the V2 vanadiums in a tetrahedral coordination of ox
gens as shown in Fig. 1. Within a pair of square pyrami
the two apical O atoms are pointing in opposite directio
and the remaining O atoms of the pyramids are shared
tetrahedra. The V1-V1 distance across the shared edge o
square pyramid pair is 3.073 Å and the V1-V2 distan
across the shared corner of a pyramid and a tetrahedro
3.352 Å. Since the average V2-O distance within the te
hedron,d51.718 Å, is shorter than the average V1-O d
tance within the square pyramid,d51.882 Å, one can con
clude from a bond-valence analysis27 that the V1 sites are in
the oxidation V41 and the V2 sites are in the oxidation V51.
As the intrapair V41-V41 distance is 3.073 Å while the in
terpair distance along thez axis is 5.501 Å, this compound
has been assumed to be a system of isolated dimers.

III. BAND STRUCTURE

In order to analyze the electronic behavior of CsV2O5, we
carried out DFT calculations within the local density a

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of CsV2O5 projected in the (yz) plane
~see text for explanation!. The large circles are the V ions, black an
grey for V41 and V51, respectively. The oxygens are represen
by the smaller circles. Pairs of edge-shared distorted V41 O5 square
pyramids are bridged by V51 O4 tetrahedra to form layers. Th
alkali-ion Cs shown by white circles are located in between th
sheets.
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proximation~LDA ! by employing both theWIEN97 ~Ref. 28!
code based on the full-potential linearized augmented pl
wave ~LAPW! method and the StuttgartTBLMTO-47 code
based on the linear-muffin-tin orbital~LMTO! ~Ref. 29!
method. Both calculations agree well within the allowed
ror bars of the various different approximations involved
the two different methods. In both approaches we treated
exchange-correlation part by using the generalized grad
approximation.30

In Fig. 2 the energy bands for CsV2O5 along the path
GBDZGYE are shown. Since the unit cell of CsV2O5 con-
tains four formula units, i.e., four V41 and four V51, there
are four bands around the Fermi level which correspond
V41 3d orbitals. These bands are separated by an en
gap of about 2 eV from the lower Op valence bands and a
energy gap of about 0.5 eV from the upper conduction ban
The conduction bands up to 4 eV are of V-3d nature. Th
are a few points to be noted here:~i! The energy range on th
CsV2O5 bands is of the same order of magnitude as it is
a8-NaV2O5 ~Ref. 17! andg-LiV 2O5 ~Ref. 23!. ~ii ! The con-
tribution of V51 3d is mostly in the upper conduction
bands, starting from about 0.75 eV above the Fermi lev
and have a very small contribution at the Fermi level, in
cating that, contrary toa8-NaV2O5 andg-LiV 2O5, here the
system is close to complete charge ordering.~iii ! There is no
dispersion along thex axis while along thez axis ~chain
direction! the dispersion is non-negligible and of about 3
meV. Along they axis the LDA bands show a small dispe
sion which corresponds to interchain interactions. In orde
investigate the dimension-dependent behavior of CsV2O5,
we show in Fig. 3~a! the partial density of states~DOS! of
the V41 3d orbitals for CsV2O5. For comparison we have
also plotted in Fig. 3~b! the partial density of states of V1 3d

d

e
FIG. 2. DFT results for CsV2O5. The path is alongG

5(0,0,0), B5(2p,0,0), D5(2p,0,p), Z5(0,0,p), G, Y
5(0,p,0), and E5(2p,p,p). Also shown as rectangles is th
band character~in the local coordinate system! where V15V41 and
V25V51.
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ELECTRONIC AND MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF CsV2O5
orbitals forg-LiV 2O5 ~Ref. 23! and in Fig. 3~c! that of V 3d
orbitals fora8-NaV2O5. Note that, while theg-LiV 2O5 and
a8-NaV2O5 DOS show the characteristic quasi-on
dimensional~quasi-1D! van Hove singularities near the ban
edges around the Fermi level, this is not the case for the
compound. The DOS for CsV2O5 shows more a 2D behavio
than 1D.~iv! In the global frame of reference, the charac
of the bands around the Fermi level turn out to be that ofdz2

FIG. 3. Partial density of states of the V41 3d orbitals in ~a!
CsV2O5, ~b! g-LiV 2O5, and ~c! a8-NaV2O5 obtained from DFT.
Compare the distinct behavior at band edges around the F
level.
s

r

with small admixture fromdx22y2 character. Rotation to a
local coordinate system with thez axis aligned along the
~V-apical O! direction for individual pyramids transform
this to dxy character, in agreement with the crystal fie
analysis of a V41 ion in the pyramidal environment.14

The band-structure analysis leads us to the conclusion
interdimer coupling is non-negligible. If the system wou
have been a pure dimer system, we would have expecte
dispersion in any direction. The existence of a non-negligi
dispersion tells us that a model of unlinked dimers is t
simple and there must be some interdimer coupling to
plain the band picture. From the DOS analysis we learn t
interdimer interactions in bothz andy directions are impor-
tant for the electronic properties. The possible role of
V51O4 tetrahedra in this context will be investigated in th
next section.

IV. MICROSCOPIC MODEL „EFFECTIVE MODEL …

In order to understand the nature of the ground state
CsV2O5 we need to determine the appropriate microsco
model which explains the low-energy physics of this co
pound. We have therefore applied the so-calleddownfolding
methodoffered by the new and generalized version of t
LMTO ~Ref. 31! method, together with a tight-binding~TB!
analysis on the band-structure results. The downfolding te
nique consists of integrating out the high energy degree
freedom so as to describe the details of LDA energy ba
close to the Fermi energy in terms of few-orbital effecti
Hamiltonians. From this analysis, we can extract the eff
tive hopping matrix elementst i j between vanadium ions in
CsV2O5 @by Fourier transform of the downfolded Hami
tonian H(k)→H(R)# which reproduce the behavior of th
LDA bands close to the Fermi level. Since as seen in
previous section the contribution of the V51 3d orbitals
around the Fermi level is very small, and the biggest con
bution comes from the V41 3dxy orbital, a one-orbital ef-
fective tight-binding Hamiltonian should give a good d
scription of the low-energy physics. The tight-bindin
Hamiltonian, therefore, can be written as

HTB52(
^ i , j &

t i j ~cj
†ci1ci

†cj !, ~1!

wherei and j denote a pair of V41 ions labeled each one b
(n,s) wheren denotes the unit cell ands51,2,3,4 V41 ions
in the unit cell. In Fig. 4 all the considered hoppingst1 , t2 ,
t3, and t5 have been drawn. The subscripts 1, 2, 3, and
indicate, respectively, that the hopping integral is betwe
first nearest neighbors~NN!, second NN, third NN, and fifth
NN. The hopping termt4, which connects two V41 ions
belonging to two different layers alongx, has been neglecte
due to its vanishingly small value. Note here that no hopp
terms have been considered along thex direction, since as we
have learned from the band picture, there is no dispers
along this direction and that means that the interlayer c
pling alongx must be negligible. In Fig. 5 we show a com
parison of thedownfoldingTB bands to the LDA bands. We
observe that not only is the hopping corresponding to

mi
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ROSER VALENTÍAND T. SAHA-DASGUPTA
intradimer interactiont1 important but also the interdime
matrix elementt3 alongz is considerable. A model with only
t1 andt3, i.e., alternating chains, shows a dispersion relat
of the form

E56At1
21t3

212t1t3coskz, ~2!

which is symmetric with respect toE50 ~i.e., to EF) and
does not account for the band splittings in the pathsG-D and
G-Y. These features are described by the interchain hop
parameters along they direction, t2 and t5, though they are
much smaller thant1 and t3. Note that the TB results show
an artificial band crossing along the pathsB-D andZ-G. We
have analyzed this result and seen that the inclusion
longer-ranged interactions lifts this artificial crossing.

Concerning the nature of the hopping integrals, we
serve that the values of the dominant hopping parametet1
50.12 eV~which agrees with the overall bandwidth of th
V41-dxy-derived low-energy bands in CsV2O5) is smaller
than the dominant hopping parameter fora8-NaV2O5,17 ta
50.37 eV, andg-LiV 2O5,23 ta50.35 eV. This difference

FIG. 4. Hopping parameters corresponding to the tight-bind
modeling of CsV2O5. Not shown is the on-site energy«0 of the
V41 site. While t1 corresponds to a direct V41-O-V41 superex-
change path,t2 , t3, andt5 are defined by paths through the neig
boring V51 O4 tetrahedra.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the tight-binding bands~solid lines! with
the DFT bands~dashed lines!. The tight-binding parameters~see
Fig. 4! are~in eV! «0520.0215,t150.117, t250.015, t350.097,
and t550.050.
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can be explained by the nature of the path. Whilet1 in
CsV2O5 corresponds to aV-O-V path in between twoedge-
sharing square pyramids,ta in a8-NaV2O5 and g-LiV 2O5
corresponds to aV-O-V path between twocorner-sharing
square pyramids. This feature has important implications
the strength of the exchange interaction as has been po
out in Ref. 14. Also note that the same kind ofedge-sharing
pyramids are also present ina8-NaV2O5 and g-LiV 2O5
~Ref. 23! with effective hopping values smaller thanta and
similar to t1 in CsV2O5.

About the nature of the rest of the hopping integrals
CsV2O5, we observe thatt2 , t3, and t5 correspond to
V41-V41 paths through the bridging V51 O4 tetrahedra with
different lengths and angles. Beltra´n-Porteret al.32 studied,
based on geometrical considerations, the various supe
change paths for the case of vanadyl phosphates. In par
lar they considered the VOPO compound. VOPO a
CsV2O5 have a similar monoclinic structure if one identifie
the P51 O4 tetrahedra and V41 O5 square pyramids in VOPO
with the V51 O4 tetrahedra and V41O5 square pyramids in
CsV2O5, respectively. As argued by Beltra´n-Porter et al.,
based on the formation of coherent molecular electron or
als, the coupling between two V41 through bridging oxygens
for separated pyramids is weaker than those via the pathw
involving V51 ions. Furthermore, double-bridging mode
involving two V51 ions, as int2 and t3 ~see Fig. 4!, can be
stronger than single bridging modes involving one V51 ion
as in t5. These interactions can be as strong as paths of
type t1, i.e., V41-O-V41, where the square pyramids a
linked to each other by sharing an edge. Geometrical con
erations then lead to a relative order of importance am
the various bridging modes, which for CsV2O5 is observed
to bet3.t5.t2. We note here that while in CsV2O5 we have
seen that the dimers are formed by the edge-sharing p
mids (t1) with the predominant interdimer interactio
formed by the V41-V41 interaction bridged by V51 O4 (t3),
in VOPO these roles are interchanged in the sense
dimers are formed by V41 O5 square pyramids bridged b
P51 O4 groups11,33 (t3) and the interdimer interaction i
formed by neighboring V41 O5 pyramids (t1). This is due to
the different type of distortion in the square pyramids as w
as different angle and distance relations between these
compounds.

Using the relationJ154t1
2/U, U being the on-site Cou-

lomb electron-electron interaction, and consideringU
;2.8 eV,17 the DFT calculation gives an estimate of th
intradimer exchange coupling,J1;225 K.

To summarize, the conclusions that we draw from t
above analysis is thatab initio calculations support an alter
nating chain behavior for CsV2O5 alongz with weaker inter-
chain interactions alongy.

V. SUSCEPTIBILITY

In order to test the results obtained from theab initio
calculation we only have available two sets of susceptibi
data22,26 as a function of temperature which do not com
pletely agree quantitatively with each other. We consid
here the data by Isobe and Ueda.22 These authors propose

g
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ELECTRONIC AND MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF CsV2O5
FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptib
of CsV2O5. The dots correspond to the experimental data by Is
and Ueda~Ref. 22! where the Curie contribution has been su
tracted. The solid lines show a fit to~a! spin-12 Heisenberg dimer
with J/kB5146 K, g51.77, ~b! spin-12 alternating Heisenberg
chain with d50.8, J1 /kB5146 K, g51.79, and~c! spin-12 alter-
nating Heisenberg chain withd50.6, J1 /kB5146 K, g51.81.
that their experimental data are well fitted by the suscepti
ity of a spin-12 dimer system withH5JS1•S2 given by

x raw5xCsV2O5
1x imp

5
Ng2mB

2

kBT

1

31exp~J/kBT!
1x01x imp , ~3!

with a g factor of 1.8, J5146 K, and x058
31025 emu/mol. We have reanalyzed the data by consid
ing the temperature dependence of the susceptibility fo
spin-12 alternating Heisenberg chain with

H5(
n

~J1S2n•S2n111J2S2n11•S2n12!, ~4!

with J1.0 and J2.0 ~antiferromagnetic couplings! ob-
tained by the stochastic quantum Monte Carlo method.34 We
define the parametera5J2 /J1 which measures the ratio o
the inter- and intradimer couplings.a50 corresponds to the
dimer model. We introduce also an additional parameterd so
that J15J(11d), J25J(12d) and therefore a5(1
2d)/(11d).

In Fig. 6~a! we show the comparison of the experimen
data to the dimer-model susceptibility given by Eq.~3!. We
find, in fact, that the best fit corresponds toJ5146 K, x0
5831025 emu/mol and a value ofg51.77, somewhat
smaller than the one proposed in Ref. 22. Figures 6~b! and
6~c! show the comparison of the experimental data to
spin-12 alternating Heisenberg chain model ford50.8
(a50.11) andd50.6 (a50.25), respectively. We observ
that values ofa up to 0.25 give still very good fits to the
susceptibility data by choosing appropriateg and J param-
eters. This analysis makes plausible ourab initio results:
namely, the fact that the interdimer interactions can be a
significant.35

The important conclusion that we gain from this susce
tibility analysis is that it is a very hard task to determine t
behavior of a compound only from susceptibility fits. Ext
information is needed so as to minimize the possible optio
For instance, electron-spin-resonance~ESR! experiments
could complement the susceptibility measurements by de
ering the value of the gyromagnetic factor. There are in
literature other examples~e.g., VOPO! where the only ex-
amination of the susceptibility led to a wrong interpretati
of the behavior of the system.36

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presentedab initio band-structure calculation
for CsV2O5, a low-dimensional spin-gapped system a
member of the alkali-vanadate familyAV2O5 (A5Na, Li,
Cs! which has a similar monoclinic structure as the mo
studied VOPO. By means of adownfolding tight-binding
analysis, we observe that the behavior of this system can
best described by a spin-1

2 alternating chain model with wea
interchain interactions. This proposal has been comp
mented by an analysis of available susceptibility data for t
compound. A reexamination of the temperature depende
of the experimental susceptibility leads us to the conclus

ity
e
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ROSER VALENTÍAND T. SAHA-DASGUPTA
that an alternating chain model can also provide a good
ting by choosing appropriateg and J values. We have dis
cussed the structural, electronic, and magnetic similari
and differences between CsV2O5, a8-NaV2O5, and
g-LiV 2O5, VOPO.

With this work we would like to draw attention to thi
compound which shows interesting features, especially s
it has a lot of points of comparison to the most stud
VOPO. We think that new experimental studies like ES
a
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inelastic scattering, Raman scattering, and the study of a
sible field-induced magnetic ordering under a very stro
magnetic field would be helpful to unveil the behavior of th
material.
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